Coraki PS visits BCS Village
It has always been our wish to have our children visiting out into our community. A couple of weeks ago it was Senior’s Week and over the last few weeks Public Speaking has been a bit of a focus for a group of our primary children. We thought we would combine these 2 ideas. This group of children who have been working with Mrs Hayes have written, and then delivered speeches. They have even given up their lunch times! Last Wednesday this group went to the BCS Village where they had the chance to speak. It was so lovely to see our children among the residents there and, for some, to spent time among great-grandparents. I am sure the residents enjoyed listening to the ideas of the children and it was great also for the children who don’t have the privilege of being near senior family members.

School Canteen
As we have said, next Term Meriah is unable to continue running the canteen here at school. We are asking for interested people who may be able to use this as an opportunity to run their own business as our canteen. There is an expression of interest in this newsletter.
If we are unable to get a canteen happening here there is a large chance there will be no lunches available here at all = no canteen! If you know of anyone interested in having a school canteen income please let them know about the EOI.

A reminder for Year 3/4/5/6 Major Excursion
Families who want their children to take part in this trip need to have their non-refundable deposit into school by the end of NEXT WEEK. We have had to pay deposits and need exact numbers. There is time to pay off the balance but your deposit and saving a place for your child/ren must be in.

Year 5/6 Career Day
Mrs Maleckar has been able to organise a day for her Senior class to take part in a day where some big plans and visions might be set about careers. Year 5/6 will be travelling to Casino West PS to share this experience. This sort of day is good for goal setting and helping children see a real relevance and importance to school. Many schools now run these days and we are lucky enough to have been invited to Casino West for their day. A note went out about this [5/6 MM only] – we need private transport PLEASE.

School Cross Country
This will be held next Wednesday at 12 noon.
Children are to wear their house col-

Focus Value of the Week is responsibility—this means we can depend on and are willing to be accountable. It means we can learn from mistakes and respond in the correct way (just like we practise at Social Circus!)
Chat time……
Please feel free to contact the office to arrange a suitable time to chat about any concerns or questions you may have, or if more convenient please email me at: jane.cottee@det.nsw.edu.au

..and now for the big event of the Term…..
They've tumbled, they've rolled, they've balanced and they've practiced ready for "Wylde Syde" Circus. Last Monday all the school went through rehearsal of their acts for the afternoon of circus entertainment and what an amazing show it will be!!
What you need to know –
- Sausage sandwich snack will be available from 4:00pm+ = $ 2.50 for a sausage, bread and Popper
- Show starts at 5pm here at school
- All children in Years 1-6 are involved
- Children come dressed in “punk” style clothes – please be aware they will be tumbling and moving so skirts with leggings, easy to move clothes etc
- No children stay at school at 3pm
- The show will finish by 6pm
- A professional movie is being made from the night with a premier screening next Term
- No entry fee
- Come along and be prepared to laugh, smile and be amazed by what our children can do …

We were all amazed and had so much fun even in rehearsal. We guarantee you will go away with a huge smile on your face!!
See you in Friday

Gubi Awards

Jayden Faint 120
Amber Pollock 200
Alex Magee 10
Khachina Partridge 40
Teagan Corrigan 380
Hayley Spencer 130
Peeches Wilson 80
Gaige Little Federici 300
Eliza Thurgate 170
Hunter Stevens 120
Jalarna Buchanan 20
Taja Dawson 80

Jessica Lindsay 110
Cody Martin 10
Seth Kapeen 30
Raymond Anderson 10
Solomon Kapeen 50
Mollee Olive 450
Brodie Hawke–Parsons 230
Cody Hawke–Parsons 110
Phillip Pollock 400
Sam Wilson 400
Caitlin McIntyre–Boyle 50
Harry Baker 550
Bronte Phelps 610
DIY Punk Costumes – Ideas and Suggestions
Creating your own punk costume should not be costly. You can get some old jeans from the op-shop and use scissors to cut them. You can get big safety pins and old badges from around the house. If you are handy with a needle you can sew on patches and pieces of fabric. Old shirts, or cheap op-shop shirts can be cut at the bottom or written on with marker pens. You can also cut off the sleeves, or cut the seam out of the neckline to create a cool punk look. If you have a bit of extra change, colored hair spray can be purchased from cheap shops – and these can be shared between a few friends.

Costumes should be brought to the classroom in a plastic bag and given to the classroom teacher.

Assembly Awards

KCT
Karl Russell—Settling into Kindergarten
Emilia Little Albarracin—Trying hard in reading

1-2 LP
Leroy James—Working hard in class

3-4JC
Jaxon Olive—Great Maths work
Nicholas O'Rourke—helping others

5-6 MM
Abbie Ryan-Jeffery—Excellent attitude to work
Caitlin McIntyre-Boyle—excellent attitude to work

Inquiry Learning MH
Khachina Partridge—Trying to concentrate and work hard
Kaeleb Spek—Taking initiative and hard work

Coraki Public School Expression of Interest for School Canteen.
The school is calling for interested people to run the canteen at Coraki Public School through terms 2, 3 and 4 of the 2015 school year. Food offered needs to be in line with our Healthy School Canteen Policy. This is available here at school. Handlers need to be trained in Safe Food Handling Procedures and abide by Council regulations for Health and Safety. The canteen must be open five days per week during school terms. School term dates are available here at school and online. Additional catering opportunities arise through the year under school direction. Applicants need to have their own ABN or need to obtain one. If you are interested, please submit an expression of interest stating your possible experience in the food industry with your concepts for the canteen. The school does not handle any monies as part of this canteen agreement. The financial accountability is independent from the school.

THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICANT WILL NEED TO START ON TUESDAY 21st APRIL 2015
A two page expression of interest needs to be submitted by Tuesday 31st March 2015 – to the front office or email the school at coraki-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au or fax to 66832063.
Ms Hayes group at the BCS Village delivering their speeches to the residents.

Friday sports afternoons are always fun and include every student. Let’s hope it starts to become a little cooler!